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Over the years we have often been asked if we could “guarantee” wellness. Initially my response was,
“Does your doctor guarantee you’ll get well?” But we honestly believe that because this body was
divinely designed there is a guarantee that all thinking people can appreciate.
Guaranteed… once the cells are perfectly cleansed, the body’s pH can balance, and given
sufficient water and time, the cells are capable of repair – they were so designed!
Question: Given the above, why are there those who don’t regain their health? It has been

discovered

that there are variables that, unfortunately, can abort the body’s ability to return to homeostasis.
1. Unknown toxins, missing “pieces” in the de-tox process, unique to each person; these issues can be
researched and frequencies can often be added after the fact
2. Ongoing toxicity from home, workplace or community
3. Medications* still in use with toxic residue not neutralized with extra RegenerationDaily™ and/ or
“C”/Completion
4. Continued use of sugar, alcohol, tobacco, toxic personal care products and cleaning supplies, etc.
5. A unique body type or constitution that, once discovered, we can usually work with
6. Self-sabotage factor that can override the best program
7. Cellular memory of fear and emotional “wounds” as well as Past Life issues take a devastating toll
on the body’s ability to regain health
8. The “will to survive” factor can overcome all odds, if strong enough. The “power of intention” seems
to speed the repair process
9. Health deterioration making Intervention too late to be effective
10. Destiny has so ordained the outcome; as the Hari Krishnas say, “If Krishna wants you, you must go,
but if he doesn’t, you must stay” (paraphrased)
11. Insufficient water causing cellular dehydration, preventing the hydro-electric energy production
necessary for self-repair
12. Manifest time required for cellular repair; normal repair schedule with proper cell hydration is:
• Soft tissue, about one to four weeks
• Denser tissue of muscles (heart), ligaments, tendons and cartilage takes about one to six months

• Very dense tissue of bones and nerves, about one month to one year. Even teeth repair, popping fillings
as the cells rebuild from the inside out!
Note: Often the most difficult part of getting well is drinking the one plus quart of water per day and being
patient while the cells repair.
We know illness is reaching epidemic proportions in our nation and if there is any hope at all, it’s
with natural alternatives. Frequencies that are extremely subtle are required to neutralize the
frequencies of extreme systemic toxins. Included in the unending list of “toxins” are chaotic
electric and the toxic cellular memory of emotional and body traumas as well as past life issues.
The quantum technology of the subtle frequency formulas allows them to fill a void in medicine, both
allopathic and alternative. Energy medicine, and the new bioenergetics, although not yet well
understood by scientists, have proved over the past decade to be invaluable in helping the human system
to quickly and easily cleanse, reactivation of the self-repair process.
It has been said that healing is a journey, not a destination. We strongly believe that not only radical
wellness but also a new level of longevity are absolutely possible!
*Do medications help the body repair? The answer is generally ‘no’; drugs either mask symptoms
making one more comfortable while the body, hopefully, repairs itself, or with a chemical addition,
by-pass the organ’s input with consequent organ shutdown.
The biggest problem however is that there are no allopathic drugs that are not chemically toxic
and therefore, acidic to the human system therefore causing multiple side effects. (See The Pill
Book or Physician’s Desk Reference).

